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Abstract. The problem of integrating relevant information obtained
from multiple heterogeneous sources is a complex task, withwhich
biologists are now faced. In this paper, we address the problem of
querying biomedical databases in a mediator context. We propose to
exploit the metadata of the sources to take into account userprefer-
ences. The mediator system we present is designed within a tractable
logical framework. It allows both transparent and cooperative query-
ing and makes it possible to keep track of the origins of the instances
provided as answers. Our proposal is generic in that it is relevant not
only for bioinformatics, but could also be applied to other domains
for which metadata are available.

1 Introduction

With the increasing amount of disparate biomedical data, there is
now a clear need for interoperability between sources in bioinformat-
ics. Several attempts to integrate biomedical data have been made
in the academic and industrial sectors: portals (e.g. SRS [12], En-
trez [1]), platforms (e.g. ISYS [11], Genostar [1]) data warehouses
and mediators [9] (e.g. TAMBIS [4], Biomediator [10], GIMS,
GUS [1]).
In this work, we investigated ways of taking into account user prefer-
ences in a mediator context. This context makes it possible for users
to focus on specifying their demand, releasing them from theneces-
sity of having to find the relevant sources and possibly of combining
data from multiple sources to obtain answers. It is also welladapted
to the need for frequent updates of biomedical databases. Many infor-
mation integration systems have been developed in the last ten years
(e.g. PICSEL [7], Information Manifold, SIMS, TSIMMIS [1]).
Because we need (i) an industrially relevant integration system with
(ii) a strong theoretical basis and (iii) a language readilyunderstood
by users and expressive both for queries and for source descriptions,
we chose to work in the context of the PICSEL project. A complete
version of the software will be released by France Telecom in2004.
Furthermore, PICSEL has aLocal As Viewapproach convenient for
easy updates of the sources.
We aimed to develop an extended mediator system allowing both
transparentqueries (as usual) and acooperativeanswering process,
crucial in the biomedical area but missing in the integration systems
developed within the bioinformatics community to date.

2 The Domain Knowledge and the Sources

The domain knowledge is expressed in the spirit of that in PICSEL

by means of a declarative representation of classes (Chromosome,
Sequence,. . .) and of relationships between classes. It is described
using atoms of the formp(X̄), wherep is a relation name and̄X a
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tuple of variables. In the setEc, we distinguish some unary relations,
calledconcepts. This set contains the setEcd, the classical set of con-
cepts of PICSEL. We callC(x) an atom-conceptif C is a concept.
We use standard first-order logic semantics.
The domain knowledge (D, C) contains two components:
• A setD of rules of the form:p1(X̄1) ∧ . . . ∧ pn(X̄n) ⇒ q(Ȳ ),

wherepi(X̄i) andq(Ȳ ) are atoms, with̄Y ⊆ ∪i∈[1..n]X̄i.
The rules inDh ⊆ D describe ahierarchyof the domain concepts
and are of the form:C1(x) ⇒ C2(x), whereC1 andC2 are concepts
of Ec. Concepts and relationships not appearing in rules as conclu-
sions are calledbase relations.
• A setC of constraints, c : l1(X̄1)∧ . . .∧ ln(X̄n) ⇒ ⊥ where

l1(X̄1), . . . , ln(X̄n) are literals, with at most one negative.
An expansion step is a backward chaining step on the rules ofD ∪ C
and generates arewriting of the user’s queryQ(X̄).

Contents of a sourceSi are represented, as in PICSEL, by means of
a vocabularyV containing as many local relationsvij , calledviews,
as we know the sourceSi gives instances ofj domain relations. The
description of sources in terms of views has two components:
A logical set of implicationsDv ⊆ D that link each view to a do-
main relation,vij(X̄) ⇒ p(X̄). ex: v11(x, y) ⇒ IsLocatedIn(x, y)

v21(x) ⇒ Protein(x) (Full example can be found at [2]).
A set of constraints Cv ⊆ C characterizing the view instances:
l1(X̄1)∧. . .∧ln(X̄n) ⇒ ⊥, wherel1 . . . ln are base relations and/or
view names or their negation.ex: v11(x, y) ∧ ¬InChromo(y) ⇒ ⊥

3 Metadata for User Preferences

Metadata is data that characterizes other data in a reflexiveway, e.g.,
data to describe the quality of the contents of the sources. To facilitate
the definition of metadata about theuser’s preferences, we introduce
a new set of rulesDP = Ds ∪ Dl ∪ Dq ∪ Df .
In Ec, we introduce three classes of concepts to express properties
on the sources:Ecs contains the predicates that are names of sources,
Ecq is made of concepts that define the reliability of the sourcesand
Ecf is dedicated to concepts that define the focus of a source.
Ds is the set of rules of the formv(X̄) ⇒ Source(xj), with
Source ∈ Ecs and one rule for each xj ∈ X̄, meaning that
xj comes fromSource, which is the onlysourcethat containsv.
ex: Let us consider that two sources are available from the mediator: GB
(GenBank) and RS (RefSeq). We obtain formulas of this form:
{v11(x, y) ⇒ GB(x), v11(x, y) ⇒ GB(y), v21(x) ⇒ RS(x)} ⊂ Ds.

Although the existing biomedical data banks were designed by dif-
ferent research teams in different contexts and are therefore highly
heterogeneous, they are nonetheless related. In particular, biomedi-
cal data banks more and more frequently refer to each other bymeans
of hypertext links calledcross-references. These links may be very



useful in that they make it possible to obtain additional information
concerning a single instance of one entity in a given source by provid-
ing access to more detailed information in other sources. Itis worth
noticing that these links are not symmetrical in biomedicalwebsites.
Dl is the set of rules that expresslinks from one database to another.
It has two subsets: rules inDk specify whether a given sourceknows
another source and rules inDcr handlecross-references.
ex: RS(x) ∧ GB(y) ⇒ Knows(x, y) RefSeq knows GenBank.
v21(x) ∧ v11(y, z) ⇒ CrossRef(x, z) There is a cross-reference from

Protein ofv21 in RS to the second argument ofv11 in GB.
Beside, we have introduced a symmetric predicate, ”TheyKnow”,
which is potentially more intuitive for biologists. The twopredicates
are related as follows:
Knows(x, y) ∧ Knows(y, x) ⇒ TheyKnow(x, y)
TheyKnow(x, y) ⇒ Knows(x, y) ∧ Knows(y, x).

In the biomedical domain [1], two kinds of sources are usually dis-
tinguished:primary databases, which provide raw data such as se-
quences submitted by various laboratories (GenBank) andsecondary
databases, which contain only data that have been validated (Swiss-
Prot, LocusLink). Moreover, as biomedical data often reflect the per-
sonal views of experts, each biologist implicitly assigns to the data in
the sources a level of reliability, depending on the confidence she/he
has in the sources. Thus, the reliability of the instances returned as
answers for a query depends on the database consulted.
Dq is the set of rules of the formvi(X̄) ⇒ ConceptQ(xi), with
at most one rule for some xi ∈ X̄ , which provides information
about thereliability of the instances of the argumentxi of the view
vi through the conceptConceptQ ∈Ecq.
ex: v11(x) ⇒ ALPoor(x) instances ofv11 areat leastof poor reliability..

The owners of biomedical data sources are generally expertsin a
specific biomedical domain and offer their own point of view on their
source by focusing on a specific biomedical entity. Thefocus of a
source is defined as the entity around which the source is organized.
Querying a database focusing on a single entity ensures thatthe bi-
ologist can obtain precise information concerning that entity.
It should be stressed that the declaration of a focus relatesto a source
and not to a view. Moreover, if a variable is used in argumentsof
different predicates from different sources, it may be associated with
different focuses, with no more than one focus for each source.
Df is the set of rules of the formSource(x) ⇒ FocusConcept(x)
whereFocusConcept ∈ Ecf andFocusConcept is defined as the
focusof Source, with at most one focus per source.
ex: GB(x) ⇒ FocusNuclSeq(x) focus of GB is the nucleotide Sequence.

It is often important for biologists to know the origin of theanswers
given by the mediator because they do not have the same confidence
in all sources. The instances returned by the rewritingsQRj(X̄), j ∈
[1..k], with k thenumber of the terminal rewritings 2 of Q(X̄), are
therefore grouped and presented as a setEP = {Ecpl1, . . . , Ecplk},
whereEcplj is a set of couples (set of sourcessji, variablexi) with
i ∈ [1..nx]. This indicates that instances ofxi come from all the
sources ofsji for some given rewriting3.

Definition 3.1: LetQ(X̄) be a query andQRj , j ∈ [1..k], one of its
terminal rewritings. LetVj = vj1, ..., vjnj be the set of thenj views4

2 a rewriting is terminal if it is a conjunction of atom-views
3 nx is the size of the distinguished variables vectorX̄
4 For a queryQ, the number of predicates of its rewritings may differ from

one rewriting to another.

that appear inQRj . Considerxi ∈ (X̄), i ∈ [1..nx], andVjxi ⊆
Vj the set

⋃
l∈[1..nji]

vijl(xi, ȳ) of the views wherexi appears. Let

ESjxi be the set of all the source namesSji such that there exists
a rule vijl(xi, ȳ) ⇒ Sji(xi). We callEP the presentation setof
Q(X̄), EP =

⋃
j∈[1..k]

⋃
i∈[1..nx]

(xi, ESjxi).

Starting from these results, we are extending our previous algo-
rithms [5] so that they calculate in a tractable way the terminal rewrit-
ings of a query containing metadata. Later, this algorithm will inte-
grate some new features (e.g. accessibility metadata, synonyms).

4 Comparison with Other Approaches

Many fruitful discussions with biologists have emphasizedthe need
to improve classical integration systems by introducing metadata. It
is clear that the biomedical application domain should benefit from
a mediator approach which would add features that fit the specific
nature of biomedical data (e.g. reliability of the data depending on
the sources). [6] has proposed an algorithm that permits to select
automatically sources to be queried according to user’s preferences.
Here, we have presented a formalism that allows the user to access
the sources offered by a mediator system in a transparent manner
and to obtain information about the sources accessed. Our proposal
is generic as far as it could also be applied to other domains.
Our framework is original in that metadata are expressed in the same
logical language as the data, but are used in a specific way. This
is different from the DublinCore [3] and SEMEDA [8] approaches
that do not offer the possibility of using metadata in an expressive
and simple query language. Moreover they do not provide a wayof
defining quality criteria specific to biomedical data at all.
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